
Spiritual Events Thunder

Audience. The Gospel of Jesus Christ according to Matthew is Hebrew Audience. The Gospel of

Jesus Christ according to Mark is Aramaic Audience. The Gospel of Jesus Christ according to Luke

is Social Audience. The Gospel of Jesus Christ according to John is Philosophical Audience. The

West by Government censuses identifies as a more than half Christian faith majority yet Culture is

Masonic-Judeo; the Western Court of Law Holy Bible KJV (Cambridge) puts justice and unicorn

only in the Old Testament: Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6, Romans 13 and Revelation 13 and 18. Western

Governmental Victims Services state victims are psychologically traumatised yet the very western

Masonic-Judeo system of Jewish sense of justice serves up to mere lawyer referrals of only money

payments and Culture of Bastard Title Barbarism which prolongs trauma anguish. Using Literary

Terms Bastard Title Barbarism form of language is usually a form of mental illness. According to

Germanic  Nobel  Peace  neuroscience  mind-brain  interactionism  dualism  theory,  everyone

experiences mental events. Explain! Learn to use your brain with finesse and skill. Absolutes. Rise

up.  Chance  happens  (Cabalistic  Abracadabra).  Fear  God.  Keep  watch  (Transfiguration).  Break

bread,  Eat  up,  Drink  up  (Communion).  Pray  God  (Accidence).  Sing  song.  Numbers  10:35,

Ecclesiastes 9:11 and 12:13, Matthew 17:1-13 and 24:42, Romans 12:1 and Colossians 3:16. Old

Testament LORD (God) Absolute Rise up of God’s people wandering in a wilderness desert  is

fulfilled in the New Testament of Jesus Christ Crucifixion of Christ on Golgotha, The Place of the

Skull, outside the city gates of Jerusalem. Scapegoat. Numbers 21:4-9 and John 3:14-15. Humans

exube yearnings for the divine. Revelation of the infinite is not as finite and corrupt as mind and

lingo but that the wave upon wave bubbling phosphene light and locution sound Spiritual events is

quantified experience and explanation by the Spiritual gift of discernment. 1 Corinthians 13:2 is

using Greek Literary Term Hyperbole as exaggeration not meant to be taken literally, also Matthew

5 and 18 and Mark 9, Matthew a Hebrew Audience, Mark an Aramaic Audience, which is also

synonymous with Greek Literary Term Bathos. Hosea 4 and 1 Corinthians 3. Ad Libitum, or Ad

Lib, is impromptu speech expression, saying. Jesus used Ad Lib in a good context to his mother,

Mary, “Woman, what have I to do with thee?” and in a bad context to his disciple, Peter, “Get thee

behind me, Satan.” Matthew 16:23, Mark 8:33, Luke 4:8 and John 2:4. Ad Lib was used by Jesus

when he fulfilled an Old Testament Torah law book Spiritual event and spoke to his mother at a

wedding reception where he performed his first miracle and turned water into wine and showed

Spirit. Numbers 22, John 2:1-12 and Hebrews 4:13-14, 7:25 and 9:24. Media suggests to remove

the word bitch, yet language is metaphorically, biologically dissectional and corrupt, waiting for

opportune time; men suicide more than women, women blame men; masculine noun Satan is the

accuser, feminine noun Babylon the Whore of Speech is the accuser. Tense of the word lying from



archaic  phrase  to  lie  in  wait  Old  Testament  Literary Term Absolute  Rise  up  (Numbers  10:35)

fulfilled in Christ (John 3:14-15) to Modern English phrase lying in wait is the problem of to lay

wait Governmental lying bitch wrong Absolute Antepenult form. Money choices, but the yet to be

achieved socialist utopia will not resolve the inherent evil nature of human beings Jesus warned of

always  failing  basic  human needs  even if  good socialist  values  are  already expressed  in  strict

countries.  Reform capitalist  exploitation  mentality.  Blind  Tooling  is  a  technique  of  fabrication

craftsmanship particularly used in medieval times where precious stones were fastened to metal

casings or framings of books and adorned the covers of illuminated manuscripts in all decorated art

which were considered  community property.  The Parable  of  the Prodigal  Son is  Adaptation of

Action in Drama of the King David Davidic tradition becoming a musical meaty feast celebration

Absolute  Divine  Davinic  tradition  through  Jesus.  2  Samuel  6:1-16,  verses  5  and  13-16,  Luke

15:1132, verses 25 and 27, and Hebrews 5:12. If names can function as an Antepenult, Nathanael is

the best example of an Antepenult name as the basis of Spiritual event faith experiences in Christ

Jesus from Old to New Absolute Antepenult Antepenultisising tense hope in Heaven from Jesus is

Nathanael Context. John 1 and 21. Content is a Latin Literary Term. Anonym and Pseudonym are

Greek Literary Terms. Literary Work Significant Part is not the current modern reductionist Culture

regression encouraging people to go back from Contents to acknowledgments but to go forward

from sentences to paragraphs. The Holy Bible King James Version (KJV) rights is vested in the

Crown (Cambridge). The words justice (Hebrews 11:26) and unicorn (Revelation 13) is in the Old

Testament but not in the New Testament of Jesus Christ. Jesus is the Word of God. God Triune. The

Trinity. (Hebrews 1:3). Attitude of Chauvinism is Old Testament confused and destroy mentality.

Audience of Commus is New Testimony peace through prayer. Love of neighbour? Peace with

neighbouring  nations.  2  Chronicles  20,  Matthew  22:34–41,  Mark  12:28–34,  Luke  10:25-29,  1

Corinthians 15 and Ephesians 3. God Triune is the Father from whom proceeds Jesus, the Word of

God, Spiritually One with the Father and King of Heaven, powerful in His Holy Spirit, Jesus being

God from God (Nicene Creed). Literary Terms Absolute Courtesy Book Credo tradition. Philippians

2:1-13 and Hebrews 1:3. Courtesy Book tradition disconnects proud respect sense of disrespect

Assimilation Association Attitude of stuck-up unicorn mentally bullying mentality from Courtesy,

compassion, cultural sensitivity & respect with compassion and humility, upholding Yours humbly

Royal  salutation.  Absolutes  do not  have a  transitive verb;  Accidence is  a  synonymous form of

communication style. Superlatives are so Antepenultatative; Antepenultisising tenses is the Attitude

of  constructive  positivity  able  to  counteract  lingo  reductionism  of  the  Age  of  Enlightenment

regression.  Technology is  a  great  way to substantiate  and verify explanation  of  Spiritual  event

experiences. The basis of my Christian faith is prayer and song in the peace and safety of my home.

My views or my Purity of Interpretation of the Western Court of Law Holy Bible is controversial.


